
As the snow recedes from the trails, the wilderness is getting ready for your explorations

If You Admire the View,
You Are a Friend Of Kananaskis
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Photo by Robert Lee. "A Small Creek in Arethusa Cirque". FOKC Photo Contest Top 12

The results are in!



The Great Friends of Kananaskis Photo Contest has come to a close. We thank all the
judges, especially semi-pro photographers Randall Adams and Monty Gray (who helped
with the initial screening of all the entries), the FOKC Board, plus Melanie Percy,
Christian Hery and Don Carruthers-DenHoed of Alberta Parks. You'll have to go a K-
Country visitor's centre near you to see the grand prize winners and the posters -- for now.
Yes, they'll make it as the masthead photos for the newsletter, with appropriate credit, in a
few months. But congratulations are due to Robert Lee, one of the "Top 12", who's photo
is shown above. Every monthly issue of this newsletter for the next year will feature a Top
12 photo, so keep watching!

Trail Care Program Update
by Rosemary Power, Program Coordinator

On May 4, 2013, the Friends of Kananaskis cleaned up 22 km of Highway 40 with the help
of FOKC Board Member Kim Archibald and 21 volunteers. Pairs of volunteers walked both
sides of Highway 40, between the trans Canada Highway and the turn off to Kananaskis
village. This event was greeted with considerable enthusiasm from Kananaskis Country
staff and equally great enthusiasm from our volunteers. A call for volunteers brought over
30 immediate responses, a number greater than the volunteers required. As volunteer
offers continued to flood in, we had to turn down their offers as there was no way of
accommodating such a large number of people. It was super exciting to see such
enthusiasm for a great project.

May 4 was a magnificent bluebird morning
and 20 volunteers plus Kim Archibald and
myself rendezvoused at the Stoney casino.
Volunteers were given gloves, safety vests
and garbage bags, they also signed
waivers. Technically, the highway shoulder
is under the jurisdiction of Alberta
Transportation rather than Alberta Parks,
so volunteers signed waivers created by
Board Member (and lawyer) James Early
on short notice as TPR volunteer
agreements would not cover this event. Each set of volunteers was assigned a short
section of highway to clean.  Most volunteers walked approximately 3.3 km cleaning the
highway then walked the same 3.3 km back to their vehicles. Some of our enthusiastic
volunteers cleaned double sections!
 
A large number of signs featuring both Friends of Kananaskis and TransAlta were placed
alongside the highway in order to promote the event. As it was such a beautiful day, there
were a very large number of motorists as well is passing cyclists and all seemed both
supportive and courteous. Volker Stevin supplied a truck and crew for picking up the full
garbage bags  as well as supporting our volunteers. Kim Archibald drove his truck up and



down the line of volunteers providing water, snacks, additional garbage bags and other
assistance.
 
To summarize, it was a highly successful event for Alberta Parks, TransAlta, our
volunteers and members of the general public. The event benefited Kananaskis Country
by removing garbage (something both unsightly and an animal attractant). Since we were
being paid $55/kilometre by Alberta Transportation, the event also raised $1100 for the
Friends of Kananaskis.

Trail Care Update:
The Trail Care season got off to an excellent start this year with the youngest group of trail
care workers ever to volunteer; 8 young cub scouts (age 8-10 years) hiked a portion of the
Jumpingpound loop trail on May 11. With the help of their scout leaders and Friends of
Kananaskis volunteer crew leader Tim Giese, they cleared branches and debris which had
collected on the trail as well as removing a large fallen tree.
 
On May 16, a group of students from Oilfields High School in Black Diamond spent the
day working on a pair of mountain bike trails near Bragg Creek. In conjunction with the
Greater Bragg Creek Trails Association, 8 students from the school’s Quest program put
in a great effort, improving the drainage on the Ranger Summit and Braggin Rights trails.
A great big "Thank You" to all involved in making these 2 days such a success!
 
Call For Volunteers: Trail Care Work
On the afternoon of Sunday May 26 we are looking for a small number of volunteers to
join us at the Canmore Nordic Centre working on the rerouting of a short section of
mountain bike trail. The work will continue on the morning of June 2 and we are going
to need approximately 30 volunteers for June 2. If you would like to volunteer for either
of these days or want further information, please contact the Friends of Kananaskis office
at 403-678-5593 or email us.
 
Please mark your calendars for July 13, August 10 and September 14 (the second
Saturday of each month) as we will need a large number of volunteers to work on hiking
trails on each of these days. July 13 will be a biggie: we require approximately 50
volunteers to help us relocate a section of the Memorial Lakes Trail. Further details and a
request for volunteers for these days will be forthcoming.

mailto:trails@kananaskis.org?subject=I%20want%20to%20help!


a cougar trying to steal the bait from a wolverine identity trap courtesy of John Paczkowski, Alberta Parks.

How do we choose the trails we work on?
by Don Cockerton, Acting Chair, Board of Directors

We are frequently asked the above question from our Members, and in truth, the answer
is quite complex. The short answer is that we receive requests directly from the various
Parks trails staff throughout Kananaskis Country to help them with particular projects. To
date, these have mainly been helping to maintain existing “official” (ie, signed and
regularly maintained) trails or helping to construct new official trails (eg. the Highline Trail
or new bike trails near Canmore). In addition, for the last 2 years, the Friends of
Kananaskis Country has been assisting the Greater Bragg Creek Trails Association to
construct the many new approved summer trails at West Bragg with our volunteers. In the
past, when Parks staff were beginning to establish the various marked snowshoe trails,
some of our volunteers helped with clearing and putting up markers but we have not been
doing this for the past few years.



The common characteristic of all these projects is that they
are or will be official, approved signed trails which Parks is
responsible for looking after. The main reason for this is
that The Friends is a “Cooperating Association” with a
signed agreement with Alberta Parks in Kananaskis
Country and work in conjunction with them -- rather than
an “Advocacy Group” which may or may not cooperate and
collaborate with the government. From time to time we get
questions or suggestions from trail users such as “Why
don’t you develop a trail up to the top of Mt. Kidd?” or
some other favorite destination. Again, the short answer is
that we have plenty to do just trying to look after existing

trails let alone adding to the system... that said, when Parks decides to develop a new trail
normally it is to address a pressing management issue such as reducing human impact in
recognized wildlife corridors in the Bow Valley as was the case with the Highline Trail,
Montane and others in the Bow Valley.

Looking ahead however, Alberta Parks created the Kananaskis Trails Advisory Group ("K-
TAG"), a committee of representatives from literally dozens of citizen groups who use
trails in Kananaskis. Any recognized trail group can bring forward ideas or proposals to K-
TAG for consideration and possible endorsement. If endorsed by this group, the proposal
moves on for further detailed review by appropriate government staff via the Kananaskis
Trails Committee ("KTC"), which meets regularly to discuss and consider various
management issues or new trails proposals. That website link gives you the chance to see
the Terms of Reference of both K-TAG and KTC, plus see the original membership list of
K-TAG. Once the KTC green lights a project, they still have to go through a detailed new
trail review process, the details of which can be seen here. It may not be the simplest of
processes, but thorough? Absolutely.

Through this channel, Parks and ESRD have opened up the possibility of giving official
status to some unofficial trails or routes if they determine that impacts on wildlife (or other
aspects of the natural environment) and potential conflicts with other land users will likely
be acceptable. The Friends of Kananaskis Country have not brought forward new
proposals to date but will continue to work with our partners and other trails groups to
consider and possibly develop such sustainable proposals in the future.

In a future article, we hope to help you understand the difference between the multiple
kinds of trails in Kananaskis, plus clarify why trail construction is actively discouraged or
even not allowed in certain areas.

The Friends welcomes Mike Schragge

http://www.albertaparks.ca/kananaskis-country/park-research-management/kc-management/kananaskis-trails-committee.aspx
http://www.albertaparks.ca/media/3180108/kananaskis_recreational_corridors_system_planning.pdf


Mike has joined our team as Summer Program Assistant.  We're very
excited to have Mike working with us as he brings with him a wealth
of exciting strengths and experiences. Mike was a member of the
Canadian Luge team in the 1976 Olympics in Innsbruck. Since then
he has done many things including becoming a telemark ski instructor
with his own ski school in Banff. Mike also has a great deal of
experience organizing sports teams and races, working with groups, funders, partners and
government agencies. Mike joins us for our busy summer months to provide back-up to
Rosemary, and also to implement the trail care program on which she's been working with
Parks. You'll be seeing Mike out working "on the trails"!

The Friends Annual General Meeting is coming up

As a registered not-for-profit society, we hold an Annual General Meeting each year, and
issue an annual report, which also assists us with fundraising. Our AGM is typically held in
June. Courtesy of our rather "unique" by-laws, the AGM is just a Board Meeting, and non-
Board members can't come unless invited... so you can expect an invitation to the meeting
soon.

The Friends address TransAlta Hydro employees

The Friends were invited to present at an off-site meeting of
TransAlta's Hydro employees held April 30th at the Canmore
Nordic Centre. TransAlta has been the title sponsor of our trail
care program for the last two years, and this was an opportunity to help TransAlta's Hydro
staff understand what the Friends do and how they make a difference in K-Country, where
many Hydro staff live and work. Attending on behalf of the Friends were Board members
Hillary Young and Derek Ryder, with Program CoOrdinator Rosemary Power. Derek
talked about a bit of the history of K-Country -- "the experiment that worked" -- including
how Albertans love of K-Country has had impacts, and how the Friends, with TransAlta's
help, and working in partnership with Parks, makes a difference to trail users.

The HELS Project is on once again

The Bow Valley Naturalists are once again running the HELS project. As mentioned in last
September's newsletter, this project allows you to record sightings of four High Elevation
Localized Species: pikas, marmots, mountain goats and white-tailed ptarmigan (the
ptarmigan is pictured below. Love his fuzzy feet).

http://www.banffnordic.com/about-us/


These 4 species haven’t
been researched all that
well. The Bow Valley
Naturalists started the HELS
Project in 2010 to capture
hiker observations of these 4
species, and you can
participate. Their project
area includes K-Country. All
you have to do is record
what you see, when and
where you saw it into a form
on their simple-to-use
website. In 2012, 29 users
reporting 414 HELS observations of an estimated 1417 individual HELS animals, including
502 goats, 576 pikas, 217 marmots and 122 ptarmigan. The more observers, the better
the data. The number of observers hasn't changed much in the last 2 years, so the HELS
project would really like your help. The data makes a difference; Parks Canada used the
2010 and early 2011 data to run a pilot program on researching pika behaviour. In
addition, Parks has expressed an interest in collecting additional data for the HELS
database, but that's not up and running yet. 
 
Interested in helping? Just head to this link. You can even see the results from 2010-2012
in the reports on the page!

"My Favourite Trail" -- Another reader participation opportunity!
By Derek Ryder, Director of Communications

Do you have a favourite trail? One you go to time and again, never tire of, hike at least
once or twice a year, take guests on, and just adore? I do, and my experience is that most
hikers do, too. It’s not that we don’t like variety, but one trail just seems to captivate us, or
impress us, or touch us in some way, and it becomes our favourite.
 
With this issue of the newsletter, we’re introducing another “member participation
opportunity”. Tell us about your favourite hiking or mountain biking trail. Why do you love it
so much? What does it do for you? What makes it special? Send us in an article at this e-
mail address. Pretty much any readable word processing format will do. Add some photos.
We’ll edit only for clarity as needed.
 
Let’s get you started with my favourite trail: West Wind Pass.

http://www.bowvalleynaturalists.org/page21/page21.html
mailto:FOKC2013Contest@gmail.com?subject=My%20Favourite%20Trail


I have discovered the perfect picnic spot: West Wind Pass. It’s just over an hour from the
trailhead, with a spectacular overlook of a pristine valley. There are rocks to lean against,
while sitting (safely) on the precipice of a 400’ cliff. The walk up is not simple, but it’s not
hard, either -- the challenge is fun. It’s a steady climb that features ever improving views
down the incredible Spray Valley. The lake just glistens in the afternoon sunshine.

 
The trail itself is interesting; one of the
many viewpoints is pictured on the right.
There’s spots where you have to carefully
scamper across a rock face where the
wrong move would send you sliding down a
rock and scree slope for 100’ – but I’ve
seen people do it in flip flops (not
recommended) and running shoes. It cuts
up through a section of forest that has been
scoured for pine beetles, and there’s the
odd pile of burned trees to show the efforts
of Parks to control the beetle’s scourge. There’s a steep bit near the end in the trees, then
you pop up into the high alpine, to get blasted by the wind (it is, after all, called “West
Wind Pass”). The high alpine meadow at the top of the pass (pictured at the top of this
article) is small but both elegant and peaceful. You can explore the kruppleholtz of the
trees, struggling to survive against the elements. You can look up to the majesty of the



Windtower, (which, if you’re feeling really energetic, you can climb via a relentlessly up-
hill, occasionally hard to follow trail) and the Rimwall.
 

And once across the pass, looking over the
precipice to below, you can see numerous
spots for a perfect picnic, safely (and
warmly) sheltered from the omnipresent
wind. You get to see Wind Ridge, and all its
meadows. The Little Sister peeks over top.
The massive bulk of Pigeon Mountain, with
Mt. McGillvary looming in the background
(pictured at the left). The bulk of Grotto
Mountain commands the distance. You get
to see just a bit of the Trans Canada, and

Dead Man’s Flats, plus the Banff Gate Resort. And you get to look over the Wind Valley, a
protected wilderness of prime grizzly habitat, hoodoos and meadows. The views are
captivating. You could see sheep or goats, I keep expecting to see bears in the distant
avalanche slopes of Wind Ridge (but never have), and there's always ground squirrels,
but this trail's really not great for wildlife viewing.
 
And when you’re ready to
head back down, as you
cross the meadow, you get a
spectacular view back down
the Spray Lakes, seen to the
right. It was to your back on
the way up, and commonly
unnoticed in the urge to get
to the pass itself. But now, it
commands your view, and
you can pick out trails and
summits for miles.
 
The trailhead’s less than 30
minutes from Canmore, making it just over 90 minutes from the west side of Calgary, so
it’s very accessible (though it would be nice if Hwy 742 wasn’t so dusty and bumpy). The
trailhead isn’t marked, which keeps the traffic down a bit (though you will rarely be alone
up there, even on weekdays). It’s an “unofficial route” in K-Country parlance, so lacks trail
maintenance and any kind of sign at the trailhead, but solidly busy.

To find it, head south down 742 from Canmore. About a kilometre south of the Driftwood
day use area, look for a pull out on the right just before a bend in the road. The trailhead's
on the other side of the road. There is a sign noting the closure of the Wind Valley from



December 15 to June 15, because you're in the Wildland Park, and it's a hunting area.

The Movies of Kananaskis: Legends of the Fall
Seventh in a series by Derek Ryder, Director of Communications

There have been many movies filmed in K-Country, some famous, some less so. In this
series of articles, since I’m not a movie critic, I’m going to talk about these movies in a
different light: how well they depict our favourite neighbourhood.

Legends of the Fall is a 1994 movie starring a whole lot
of important people: Anthony Hopkins, Brad Pitt, Aiden
Quinn, Julia Ormand, Christina Pickles… the list goes on.
Set in Montana in the early 1900’s, it’s a story of 3 brothers
and how their lives are affected by nature, history, war,
and love. It won an Oscar for cinematography.
 
About half the movie was filmed on or around the Morley
reserve, and the other half in Vancouver, which stood in for
the city of Billings. The setting for the cabin (and primary
filming location) is the exact same benchland used in
Passchendaele and in Open Range, so like those two
movies, you have endless backdrops of the front ranges,
especially in the Ghost, but also the usual suspects of Barrier, Yamnuska, Pigeon, Loder



and everything else visible from the flats. There’s numerous scenes of horses crossing
and re-crossing the Bow and Kananaskis rivers. There’s one brief scene with Brad Pitt (or
his stunt double; it’s hard to tell) riding his horse alone across Engadine Meadows. Unlike
Passchendaele, where the T’suu T’ina Reserve stood in for the trenches of World War 1,
here they were built up in the Ghost.
 
This movie has a bit of a strange and somewhat unbelievable love story line, and the fight
with the grizzly bear (Bart, in his heyday) is really unrealistic and un-bear like. But the
cinematography award was deserved; it’s just a gloriously beautiful movie to watch, and
shows off K-Country in a great way. Be aware that there’s a bunch of violence and stuff
that earn it an R rating, so it’s not really for kids.
 

We extend our ongoing thanks to TransAlta,
our Trail Care title sponsor. Without their
support, we could not have executed the
2012 trail care program, and we are
honoured to have them back as the title
sponsor of the trail care program in 2013!
 

Your Donations are Always Appreciated and Needed
 



There are many ways to express your gratitude for Kananaskis Country and we are
always grateful for contributions that help us maintain our programs and operations. 
Friends of Kananaskis Country is a registered charity in good standing and we provide
charitable receipts for donations over $20.00.  You can reach us directly by mail at the
address below or go through CanadaHelps. Thank you for your support!

Friends of Kananaskis Country
201-800 Railway Avenue
Canmore, AB  T1W 1P1 
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